. Of course none can be held accountable for the continuing limitations of my language, logic and imagination.
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Short framing comments:
(1) I am at the mid-point of a book length project that I am calling Taste, Toil and Ethnicity. It is based equally on archival work, and semi-structured interviews with immigrant restaurateurs. I am probably about a year away from the first draft of the manuscript. (3) I am clearing ground here to find a place for my own work and that not only necessitates excessive attention to other people's work (that I hope to reduce in the future) but also forces me back into a discipline that I was hoping to avoid. I am here to listen to you with hopes of learning how you do it.
Dreams of Pakistani Grill and Vada Pao in Manhattan: Re-inscribing the Immigrant in Metropolitan Discussions of Taste

Setting the Table
Bread & Butter sits at the dense intersection of a cross-street and an avenue at the lower end of Manhattan. It is barely visible from across the wide avenue, caught in a whirl of honking buses spewing fumes, parked cars, and a small truck on a delivery run with graffiti covering its thin white skin. On the sidewalk a ginkgo sapling struggles to reach into the sunlight from under the shadow of a three-story walk-up. A crush of pedestrians weave their way to and from the subway station, stepping among untreated epileptics dozing-off mid-pavement, and mistreated schizophrenics reduced to panhandling. Robust Nigerian peddlers and slender Bangladeshi vendors sell fruits and vegetables, knock-off handbags, pirated DVDs, cheap jewelry and knickknacks. Much of this is a good thing for Muhammad Rasool. It brings the customers stumbling across the threshold of Bread & Butter. In the long, narrow space, the steam table is on the left, behind a glass sneeze-guard, with its row of twenty cooked items ready to be ladled onto styrofoam plates. The wall on the right is covered by mirrors. Squeezed between the mirrored wall and the steam table are eight two-tops (small tables) with sixteen chairs, and a narrow path leads to the back of the restaurant. Through 2 The names of the restaurant and the restaurateur have been changed. Where I have taken material only from the public domain -such as Baluchi's menus -identifiers have not been eliminated. Where my material is based on interviews identities have been changed. numerous interrupted discussions I ask him how he went about getting the place, how much money he paid, and to describe the characteristics of his customers and his workers.
• Muhammad Rasool (MR): You see I am losing my lease at the other place on 34th Street. So I need a place until my children finish school.
• I sold some family property in Pakistan to pay down the $20,000. I put in $10,000 may be $15,000 to renovate the place. My rent is $8,000 a month.
• I sell on average $6 per customer. I have about 100 customers a day. Twenty for breakfast, sixty for lunch, twenty for dinner.
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• I work here six days a week from morning to night.
• I have two workers. One Mexican. One Pakistani.
Asked to explain the shape and design of his storefront restaurant Rasool notes, -It is narrow.
This building is 150 years old. I changed everything. From before it is 100 percent changed. The carpenter was a friend, I told him. Break it down, break it down, until you get to the wall. You know how much more space I got?! Four feet this way and two feet that way!‖ Here is Rasool literally making elbow room in this already built city.
• Interviewer (I) 4 : You don't have any pictures up?
• MR: Yes, I don't have pictures because I have no room for pictures. The biggest mistake I made was to put the mirror on the wall. Instead of the mirror I should have put pictures. Now where can I put pictures?
• I: Why did you put the mirror?
• MR: Biggest mistake I made during the construction [laughs and shakes his head].
3 Bread & Butter belongs to the lower end of the universe of Indian restaurants in Manhattan. Since we do not have access to check averages from most restaurants we can approximate it by the average price of a entrée, which we can calculate for all the158 restaurants that have prices listed on their menus (out of a total of 202 Indian restaurants in Manhattan), and that is $11.16. There are twelve Indian restaurants in Manhattan with entrées under $6.00, which is Bread & Butter's threshold. The most expensive Indian restaurants in Manhattan, such as Tabla and Ada, have entrées at a little over $20.00 (as an average of all their entrées), although some entrées in such establishments go beyond $30. 4 All the interviews were conducted by Jackie Rohel, Sierra Burnett or me, sometimes in combination, sometimes individually.
• I: Does it cost too much to take it down?
• MR: It doesn't … But you see the spirit to do becomes less, and less. A young guy by tomorrow he will change it. I used to do that before … but not anymore. That is why I want to retire [laughs] .
• I: Do you want your children to enter this business?
• MR: No. They are like you going to school. I don't want them here washing dishes … No I don't want them here.
• I: If you were to put a picture there what would it be?
• MR: There is one scenery I see in my embassy, the Pakistan Consulate, it was a picture of Mohenjodaro, I would put that one if I could get that one, it is 10,000 years old … general scenery, which attracts everybody.
• I: So, how did you get into the restaurant business?
• MR: You see I did odd jobs. Worked in a gas station for a couple of months. I had been driving a Yellow Cab for six to seven months. That is when I ate at a restaurant on 42nd
Street. It was very crowded and the people were rude. That is where I got the idea that I
should have a restaurant. I drove taxi for nine more months, saved some money. I drove taxi at night to pay my workers.
• I: How would you characterize your restaurant?
• MR: Fast-food restaurant. Indian, Pakistani spicy food. I also carry less spicy SpanishAmerican food.
• I: Spanish-American?
• MR: Yes, because you see we have rice and we have beans, and chicken of course everyone eats. It is the same food without spices. Spanish food.
We find Rasool reorienting himself to his specific Latino public at that street corner, as fewer and fewer South Asian taxi drivers (almost 80 percent of New York City's 48,000 licensed Yellow Cab drivers are of Bangladeshi, Pakistani or Indian origin) stop by his place.
• I: Do you cook at home?
• MR: No
• I: Where did you learn how to cook?
• MR: It is easy. I know it.
• I: Did you train for it?
• I: You just know it?
• MR: Yes … It does not take a genius.
• I: Who cooks at home?
• MR: My wife
• I: Did your wife give you the recipes?
• I: Do you consult cookbooks?
• I: Did you watch your wife cook?
• MR: No, but she gave me confidence. She didn't tell me how to cook, but she gave me confidence. If you don't know how to cook then your partners take advantage of you.
Once I called my wife on the phone and asked her how to make aloo-gobi and she told me how to do it. Then I did it. I ask her, how do I cook this, how do I cook that? She tells me. I do it. It does not take a genius you know.
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• MR: You see this Mexican guy who works for me? He learned just by watching me. Now he is my best cook.
• MR: It is business. It is only business. It is not real. People come in, they take a look at it and think it must take all these people to make complicated things. To give a broader context to the foreign-born data, one must consider that in June 2010, New York City bars and restaurants employed 204,400 workers (Bureau of Labor Statistics) in more than 20,000 eating establishments (nyc.gov -restaurant inspection site) and by some estimates accounted for over $12 billion in revenues per annum. For a look at labor conditions see http://www.rocny.org/. On the other hand, to see how the restaurant industry fits into the shape and character of post-industrial cities, especially New York City, one must look at the work of Sharon Zukin (1995 Zukin ( , 2010 , where she makes a number of arguments:
Although the journalistic material is replete with stories of immigrant restaurateurs there is surprisingly little academic work that theoretically engages with taste in the metropolis from the point of view of the immigrant entrepreneur. Of course there is much on ethnic entrepreneurship. There are five common parts to the theory of ethnic entrepreneurship. First, low capital cost makes it relatively easier for ethnic entrepreneurs to enter into the business of feeding others. Cultural capital-knowledge about unfamiliar foods-gives them a competitive edge over better-capitalized mainstream entrepreneurs in the niche market. Social capital-kin or fictive kin networks of loyalty that allow the lending of money on a rotating basis without collateralenables ethnic entrepreneurs to raise the necessary cash for a small eatery without the assets a bank loan would require. Self-exploitation-long hours of work and unpaid labor of kin and fictive kin-permits these enterprises to compete with better-capitalized businesses, and turns sweat and loyalty into capital. Large corporations often can't respond quickly to fickle changes in fashion but small enterprises can adapt with speed and thrive, hence there is much greater room for small enterprises selling food and other fashionable things. Finally, and most importantly for our purposes, both migration and entrepreneurship exhibit serial patterns.
That is, people who know each other have typically migrated from the same regions, and work in and own similar enterprises built with money and expertise borrowed from co-ethnics. They effectively develop an informal, intra-ethnic consulting and banking system. Paucity of assets to collateralize bank loans and unfamiliarity with language and norms of a consumer society deepens this dependence on co-ethnic money, information and cultural expertise (Heisler 2008; Zhou 2004; Foner et al. 2000; Granovetter 1995; Portes 1995; Rogers and Vertovec 1995; Sassen 1995; Bailey and Waldinger 1991; Westwood and Bhachu 1988; Light and Bonacich 1988; Waldinger 1986 Waldinger , 1990 Waldinger , 1992 Bailey 1985 Bailey , 1987 Landa 1981; Light 1972 (Light 1972; Park 1997) . 8 Other recent directions of research have focused on organization theory (Rao et al. 2003 (Rao et al. , 2005 , smallgroup interaction, workplace dynamics and aesthetics of work (Fine 1992 (Fine , 1995 (Fine , 1996 , field theory (Ferguson 1998 (Ferguson , 2004 and nutrition-related science-and-technological studies (Schleifer 2010 ). There also have been congruent developments in the sociological work of Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton (1981) and Molotch (2003) addressing material culture. been useful to study consumption exclusively but I think we have swung too far in the other direction and the stark divide between production and consumption is no longer as productive.
Warde's and Baumann's (2007, 2010) focus on consumption, and its consequent elision of producers and their transactions with consumers and critics, is in the final analysis linked to narrowing and specializing-which is an important disciplinary imperative that produces work of detail and density-but it also engenders blind spots, sometimes at the very site where interrogation would have been fruitful. This is where depth could be better illuminated with some breadth and lateral knowledge.
Furthermore, as Sharon Zukin has shown, -culture is more and more the business of cities‖ and -[t]he growth of cultural consumption (of art, food, fashion, music, tourism) and the industries that cater to it, fuels the city's symbolic economy, its visible ability to produce both symbols and space‖ (1995: 2). She also underlines a telling transformation in the symbolic economy where -Large numbers of new immigrants and ethnic minorities have put pressure on public institutions, from schools to political parties, to deal with their individual demands. Such high culture institutions as art museums and symphony orchestras have been driven to expand and diversify their offerings to appeal to a broader public. These pressures, broadly speaking, are both ethnic and aesthetic. By creating policies and ideologies of -multiculturalism,‖ they have forced public institutions to change‖ (1995: 2). Not only have public institutions and dominant 11 Even a fleeting perusal of any American newspaper over the last 100 years will show that journalistic literature has been much better at reflecting the transactions between immigrants and natives in the making of urban American culinary cultures.
-discourses‖ come under pressure, as Zukin notes, but the whole gastronomic field has had to make room for strangers (see Ray 2007) . One obvious illustration of this is the way in which the Braudelian level of competitive markets, where no one is rich, and if someone is lucky they make a living a notch below or a notch above the median household income (Braudel 1992 ). Yet, these are players of some consequence-granted, not dominance-in the emerging gastronomic world of star chefs, print-media critics, commentators and a handful of bloggers. The story here though propelled by people who come from elsewhere, is grounded in frictional social encounters on specific street corners that should restrain us from over-emphasizing flows and scapes that have come to dictate our recent conceptualizations.
This project is about a different scale of entanglement between entrepreneurial capital and cultural symbols in the spatial transformation of a city than the one referenced by Sharon
Zukin in the story of the Sony takeover of the AT&T building, the transformation of Rockefeller Center, and the upscaling of Bryant Park, all of which owe more to the collaborative monumentalism of corporations, the patrician class and municipal governments in mutual pursuit of majestic museums, parks and architectural complexes (1995: 7). Instead, my work draws attention to instances of entrepreneurship at the molecular level-the street-and the daily encounters in shops between immigrants and natives that produce much of the everyday sensorial cultures of cities such as New York, notwithstanding the modernist ambitions of its planners for ordered rectilinearity. Immigrants have repeatedly poured into this city and made it work in ways that defy high-modernist ambitions about how it should work. By living, working and playing in the city they change its shape.
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We also have the problem of constituting -discourse‖ too narrowly. The word -discourse‖ has become so distended by overuse in the academy that it is difficult to get a purchase on what is meant by it, beyond talk and power. I am tempted to abandon it. Instead, as a stop-gap measure I will limit my appropriation here to the way Johnston and Baumann use it, that is as the way signs about food and taste are used in print and the electronic media to make statements and produce a framework of intelligibility about them. In other words, -discourse‖ is understood as authorized representations. To indicate this specific use of -discourse,‖ (which is much narrower than Foucault's) I will keep it within quotation marks throughout the paper.
Attention to practices in specific places (instead of -discourses‖ in a fleetingly thin world) allows 13 To get a fuller understanding of the relationship between people, places, things and signs, what I address here has to be related eventually to high-finance, real estate, city governments and national and international capitalism, but I leave that task to others so that I can focus on the practical, worm's-eye view of the world, at the level of textural granularity where active subjects are visible on city streets. (For views at higher levels of abstraction see Davis 1990; Zukin 1991 Zukin , 1995 Zukin , 2010 Willis 1995; Appadurai 1996; Castells 1996; Sassen 2001 Sassen , 2006 Zardini 2005; Harvey 2006 ). a better grasp of the world I am trying to describe. In that I want to pay attention to the gap between representations and practices that Michel de Certeau drew our attention to (1998).
The exclusion of immigrant restaurateurs combined with the restricted focus on gastronomic -discourse‖ may allow us to bind our project narrowly and hence render it doable, but in evacuating the very center of urban culinary production I think we would have failed to capture its most dynamic dimensions. I seek to correct that here by approaching the transactions in taste from the other end. I pay attention to particular stories of immigrant restaurateurs and make them run up against the silences in the established gastronomic and sociological narratives. as a paradigm for cultural analysis, and the material turn, which directed attention to the physical infrastructure of the social world, giving birth to material culture studies … The sensorial revolution in the human sciences encompasses and builds on the insights of each of these approaches, but also seeks to correct for their excesses-offsetting the verbocentrism of the linguistic turn, the visualism of the pictorial turn, the materialism of the material turn, for the latter shift occludes the multisensoriality of objects and architectures even as it stresses their physicality-by emphasizing the dynamic, relational (intersensory, multimedia) nature of our everyday engagement with the world … In place of ‗reading' or ‗visualizing' the city (or analyzing it as the ‗materialization' of a given set of 14 In a subsequent essay Howes notes that -The genealogy of this revolution would not be complete, however, without noting various openings towards the senses in the work of certain leading figures of twentieth-century thought, both social and philosophical. These precursors of the full-bodied, multisensory approach to the study of the human condition (which can be called ‗sensory studies' for short) include the historians Lucien Febvre and Norbert Elias, the philosophers Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Luce Irigaray, the anthropologist Calude Lévi Strauss, and the sociologist Georg Simmel‖ (2005: 332) .
social values), this essay delves into the significance of ‗sensing' the city through multiple sensory modalities (Howes 2005: 322-23) .
In this construction, the -senses become the sentinels or theoreticians of society and space. This sensualization of theory, which resists the traditional identification of theorizing with ‗gazing upon' (in Greek, theorein) some object, opens up many avenues for sensing the city in bold and potentially liberating new ways‖ (Howes 2005: 326) . I quote Howes at some length here partly because he provides us with handy mileposts for our theoretical journey. Furthermore, he hints at the use of the multi-sensorial register of our bodies-especially, smell, sound, touch and taste, in addition to the usual eyes and the mind-to produce a sensual theory of a body at work in a new locale, in the process transforming the basic infrastructure of a city in a lived rather than a planned way.
Immigrant Restaurateurs and the Politics of Inhabitance
I make an argument for a new sensory urbanism that pays attention to issues of habit and inhabitance in a new locale by drawing on the work of Ghassan Hage (1997) . Hage critiques the obsessive cultural acquisitiveness of gastronomic cosmopolitans who cannot see beyond the feeding function of ethnic feeders, thereby producing a -multiculturalism without migrants,‖ which is linked to the international circulation of gastronomic conceptions rather than the circulation of migrants (1997: 118-19) . For gastronomic cosmopolitans, ethnicity is -an object of experience rather than an experiential subject‖ (1997: 136). To cosmo-multiculturalism, Hage counterposes the multiculturalism of inhabitance-of real migrants-in complex, sometimes conflictual relationship, but always in negotiation with white folks and not-so-white others. That is a place where ethnicity is not detached from ethnic producers. His point is -to valorize a multiculturalism grounded in the reality of migrant home-building and intercultural interaction‖ (1997: 146) . That is precisely what I seek in the immigrant restaurateurs' designs on the world, and in doing so I will sharpen Hage's insights about interrogating those sites where -both the eater and the feeder experience themselves as subjects‖ (1997: 146) .
That kind of work on inhabitance also allows us to get away from the excessively pinched attitude of theoretical over-cautiousness towards ethnic food that belies the history of its appropriation by the counterculture to critique and re-invigorate the mainstream, which Warren
Belasco describes in Appetite for Change (2006) . 15 The study of food -especially when we abandon the abstraction called -food‖ and go after specific dishes, which is what people eat and cook --and immigrant bodies is capable of generating epistemic implosions, where -a whole set of knowledges that have been disqualified as inadequate to their task or insufficiently elaborated:
naïve knowledges, located low down on the hierarchy, beneath the required level of cognition or scientificity,‖ can come alive and burn our fingers (Foucault 1980: 82) . Cooking opens up the possibilities of what de Certeau has characterized as an economy of the gift, an aesthetics of tricks, and an ethics of tenacity that upgrades ordinary practices to the status of a theoretical object (1998: xxiii).
Theorists sometimes speak as if nothing exists between domination and resistance. As Scott (1985 Scott ( , 1992 15 Others, such as Ashis Nandy (2003) and bell hooks (1992), have provided critiques of eating the other. Yet, both Nandy's and hooks' critiques, although targeting the colonizing white view, provide no room for ethnic subjects to talk back. Neither of them asks any of the ethnics (or relevant others under discussion) what they think of all this. That is partly a function of academic discipline. It seems one can say a lot in Philosophy and in Cultural Studies without asking anyone else what they think about the matter under full speculative elaboration. Thus Nandy and hooks appear as perverse inversions of Gustav Flaubert's classic Orientalist appropriation of Kuchuk Hanem, the Egyptian courtesan exemplified by Edward Said as someone who was never allowed to speak for herself, never -represented her emotions, presence, or history.‖ Instead Flaubert -spoke for and represented her‖ (Said 1979: 6) .
theorizing that kind of intimacy without occluding historical and persistent inequalities could be the source of new insight in our work.
Ethnicity is a classification system that allows practical activity and produces knowledge and domination. Domination is one of the things to pay attention to when discussing ethnicity.
But there are other dimensions of ethnicity that demand our theoretical consideration. The ethnic entrepreneur in the heart of the Western metropolis conceives and offers the flavor of her peoples' experience by designing a small semi-public space and a menu, by hiring and managing the skilled hands that can reproduce her recipes. Such choreography is undertaken in the shadow of white anglophone demand (and a lot more than that as I hint above and show below), which nonetheless never overwhelms it.
The evidence of immigrant designs on the city is there but often -inaudibly and always What's in a Name?
The process of designing a restaurant can begin with the mere act of naming it. What shall we call it? There is a reason why all four Indian restaurants found in the 1949 Manhattan
Telephone Directory-the earliest documentary cluster of Indian restaurants-are named India 16 Even those reduced to documentary illegibility are not silent. The advantage of ethnographic work and interviews is of course, the recovery of fragile orality that history cannot bear witness to. This is also an argument for the kind of interdisciplinarity that historical sociology provides. 17 Cited in Michael Taussig's -Tactility and Distraction‖ in Lock and Farquhar (2007: 260) . The Rajah, about as big as a medium-sized clothes-press, and not nearly as sanitary; but you're in Turkey now-and if you were terribly fussy, you wouldn't have gone to Turkey in the first place.
Besides, the food is worth the trip‖ (1930: 65-66) . One of the clues that this is probably Indian food (from our perspective today) is James' description of it:
The • I: How did you come to name your restaurant Bread & Butter?
• Muhammad Rasool (MR): You see, I used to call it Taj Mahal but my business was not working. Day after day I dragged my tired body home on that [commuter] train.
• MR: One day I fell asleep. The train jolted to a halt. I woke up and looked around … which is when it came to me.
• Cardoz's -South Indian Mushroom Soup‖ with tamarind at the high-status and high-priced Tabla may or may not be a riff on it while simultaneously fleeing from it; why Madhur Jaffrey's menu at Dawat (which she now disavows) puts its duck -vindaloo‖ within quotation marks.
Critics Constituting a Cuisine and Their Expertise
Until 1961 an authoritative native informant is always invoked in discussions of Indian food by The New York Times. On March 12, 1939, we see one of the earliest discussions of curry 24 On April 3, 1965, Jean Hewitt provided the first and perhaps the only recipe for a -Spiced Gefilte Fish Kachori‖ translated as -Curried Gefilte Fish Cutlets,‖ provided by the chef at The Ceylon India Inn (Hewitt 1965: 20) . 25 Glasse (1747: 52) ; Davidson (1999: 236) . Both these points became apparent to me only after reading the manuscript by an unnamed author titled -To Make a Curry the India Way‖ for the journal either for tea, when she serves a spiced tea punch, or for a curry dinner. Her guests are seated on pillows covered with brilliant fabrics. In keeping with tradition, flatware is never used at the table.‖ The article is accompanied by a six-by-six-inch photograph of Miss Phillips in her apartment, clad in a sari, and framed by exquisite Indian handcrafted textiles.
It points to the ratio of configuration between immigrant bodies, urban demand and cosmopolitan gastronomic dialogue that goes into the construction of a -discourse,‖ barely hammered into place by numerous performers with real and borrowed authority. The story of the curry, the kachori and the vindaloo connects -discourse‖ to practice, and to the problem of transplanting durable dispositions. Yet, the immigrant dreams not only of a better analogue for the kachori and the curry; his fantasies are more substantial.
• I: If you could change this place … to make it your dream place, what would you do?
• Muhammad Rasool (MR): I will take this mirror out and put the picture there such as the scenery of Mohenjodaro. I will put a small stand there with three containers of soup. I will sell cheap soup, self-service soup, pita bread and put a grill there [at the window to the sidewalk]: serve shawarma, chicken shawarma, lamb shawarma.
• MR: I will put the clay oven-the tandoor-there. I will get a young guy with a cap Rasool would rebuild this corner of the city-pushing the glass-front out, putting the grill on the sidewalk, pursuing his customers with dreams of soup and shawarma. He could turn this into a Middle Eastern place, at some distance from South Asia.
Rasool came to the US with the burden of feeding his body and happened to eventually use it to feed his customers and his household as well. He came with his morals, motivations and aesthetic standards, all practically developed in his previous social context. He arrived with his tongue, taste and hands tied to the Lahorian lower-middle-class milieu when he immigrated in 1988 at the age of 37. He learned to deploy his body, especially his hands and his tongue (both for talk and taste), in the midst of a dispositional crisis under the scrutiny of others. He brought memories of things he had eaten but never cooked, morals entwined with a division of labor at home and at work, and an insistent distinction between commerce and culture. He has crafted his place in this world that is not of his own making, and in the process has supplied what was demanded through his labors, turning his culture into commerce, which he resists and yet profits from. Rasool had to develop a sense of his new city, and yoke his senses to the making of a living in that city.
The ongoing sociological discussion-of taste, ethnic entrepreneurship, changing gastronomic categories, field theory, shared meaning in restaurant work and professional identity-can only partially account for Rasool. 30 Not in the sense that no sociology can ever fully explain an individual and his trajectory, but in the sense that scholars have failed to look at his menu, ask for his recipes, or even just seek his opinion in explaining transformations of taste in the city. 31 Rasool and many like him have peopled our cities for centuries. (Here I want to include myself on both sides of the equation). They have cooked for us, developed recipes in an implicit dialogue between their bodies and ours, crystallized that dialogue in thousands and thousands of menus strewn in archives, on the internet, and many more erased without a trace, but with rare exceptions have we ever taken this practical knowledge as a point of departure for an analysis of the world of taste.
When Rasool was asked, -Do you look at online reviews of your restaurant?‖ he provided a desultory response. It was clear that Rasool was unable or unwilling to play in the 30 Johnston and Baumann 2007; Rao et al. 2003 Rao et al. , 2005 Warde and Martens 2000; Warde et al. 1999; Warde 1997 Warde , 2009 Ferguson 1998 Ferguson , 2004 Ferguson and Zukin 1995; Fine 1996; Waldinger 1986 Waldinger , 2001 Aldridge and Waldinger 1990; Bailey 1987; Berger and Piore 1980. 31 Fine (1995 Fine ( , 1996 , Ferguson (2004) and Rao et. al. (2005) do pay attention to the details of menus, media and recipes. But their concerns do not include immigrants and the processes of transplanting bodies. Sharon Zukin (2010) , on the other hand, does consider immigrants, but not the processes of cooking, skill and embodiment.
gastronomic world of Manhattan, which is very different from the position of another entrepreneur I now want to bring into the picture. She also brings a very different approach to the embodied materiality of cooking and entrepreneurship. She still carries much of the palatal sense of her pre-immigration being and is also adept at translating her practices to perform in the gastronomic field of Manhattan. And she seemingly has the dual advantages of a little more money than Rasool and a lot more cultural capital.
Vada Pao: Mumbai Street Food in New York City as imagined by a Bengali
Vada Pao is indistinguishable from any small West Village eatery. It is narrower than
Bread & Butter, sitting tightly between other restaurants. The sidewalk is narrow too, but less crowded, with hardly a delinquent in sight. The foot traffic is younger, calmer, whiter, and characterized by touristy wanderings rather than the grim purpose and raw ambition of immigrants on the move. When we entered Vada Pao in the early afternoon, the sidewalk was devoid of traffic and the place appeared to be slowly stirring from a tropical siesta. The only thing missing was a slowly whirring ceiling fan muddling the heat amongst the creeping bougainvillea.
Chitrita Mukherjee is the entrepreneur behind Vada Pao. 32 She is 34 years old, a comfortably anglophone Indian immigrant, born in Kolkata (Calcutta), but dreaming up a place like Mumbai (Bombay) in New York City. When we asked her, -What would be your ethnic selfidentification?‖ she seamlessly suggested the more cosmopolitan phrase -South Asian,‖ rather than the narrower -Indian.‖ Rasool's imagination is tied to the nation and the taxi driver's occupation in the big city. Mukherjee's connection was to the world, the region in it, and her professional training as a designer. Her handiwork has garnered substantial critical attention in the world of gastronomic -discourse‖ as -a sleek sandwich shop that specializes in upmarket spins on Bombay-style street food, with a focus on pao-meat and vegetable sammies served like sliders on ghee-griddled buns.‖ CM: Well, a little of both. He knew how to make chicken tikka, achari chicken and bhaji. We asked him to follow our recipes, and the spice mix is our own. I: Did you consider hiring a chef who did not have an Indian background? CM: We didn't know where to source the chef from. We were asking our friends in the Indian restaurant business and putting ads in Indian newspapers. That is where we were getting our chefs. That is how we got Mohan.
I: You said you cook at home. How did you learn to cook? CM: I come from a joint family with thirteen to fourteen people. Sunday would be a day when everyone cooked something. It was very competitive. I had an uncle who had studied for a hotel management degree but did not pursue a career in it. Yet, every time we would make a dish he would ask us to break it down, analyze it. That is something I took for granted. I thought if this is going to be my vision then I should put together the menu and the recipes.
I: How would you characterize your relationship to the media? CM: For the first time we have a PR rep. We were covered very early on by New York Magazine.
It seems Florence Fabricant came and ate here and wrote about us. I did not even know that she had eaten here until I saw the write-up.
I: Do you read online reviews?
CM: Yes, all the time. We have a Google alert every time someone posts something on Yelp or MenuPages; we get a notification. I read it.
I: Has customer feedback influenced your concept? CM: No, I wouldn't say that it has. But it has influenced our service. Most of the feedback is that the food is good but the wait is too long or the service is bad. I make use of customer feedback to inform the cooks and servers.
Transactions in Taste
Rasool and Mukherjee have designed their restaurants in Manhattan within the constraints of their material, symbolic and bodily resources (of skill and imagination). One started with a $35,000 investment, a Bachelor's degree (from Pakistan), and the limits of his PunjabiPakistani masculine habitus. He didn't know how to cook. Now he doesn't want to cook. That is women's work, may be even servants' labor. His food, his location in the city, his labor force, the limits of his skills and imagination, have set his restaurant adrift from even any generic notion of Indian food. On the other hand, he is more flexible, less invested culturally in his construction of the place, and thus willing to play to the audience that he gets, almost all of which is local foot traffic. I walk past his restaurant almost every day, morning and evening. I have rarely seen a visibly South Asian customer in there. Rasool characterizes his customer base as -5 percent Indian and 95 percent local.‖ What he is selling more than anything else are gyros, french fries, chicken curry and rice for lunch and dinner; eggs, toast and coffee for breakfast. Less than six months after our interview the Urdu sign is gone, replaced by two large announcements for -$5.00 lunch or dinner.‖ Since he does not cook, his menu and recipes are drifting more and more towards the habitus of his -Mexican‖ cook and their joint understanding of American tastes, specified by his audience of sidewalk vendors and commuters. With less capital and less embodied skill, Rasool's transactions with his customers have to concede a lot more ground than Mukherjee's, but he can fulfill their needs for nourishment. She, on the other hand, responds to her customers' demands for better service but not for different food. She is more successful at translating the pao as a slider, which is a product of her greater familiarity with AnglophoneAmerican popular culture.
Rasool does not want his three grown children or his wife to work in his restaurants. He has enough resources to be able to keep them away, unlike, for instance, the twelve Latino vendors of tacos, tamales and pupusas in Red Hook, Brooklyn, studied by Sharon Zukin (2010) . 34 Additionally, Rasool has the ability to pay rent of $8,000 per month, and his legal status as well as his Bachelor's degree, which is productive of his competency in spoken English, did make some difference during the process of applying for various permits and paperwork. However, Zukin (2010) shows that despite the absence of these advantages, the more materially impoverished Red Hook vendors have been quite successful in latching onto the gastronomic -discourse‖ of the city. Rasool's cultural advantages are less than those of Mukherjee, who started with almost $100,000, a Master's degree from a premier American university, and the vocabulary of design that allowed her to connect the rough newness of the vernacular to the smooth texture of the cosmopolitan omnivore. Hence, only she can imagine the common street foods of India as containers of capital. Approached through a designer's eyes, Mukherjee grasps their popcosmopolitan possibilities. But those are not her only advantages. She can cook, partly because as a South Asian woman of a particular cohort, she must. She could explain to us the art of making good stuffed parathas and the analogic taste of a kathi roll. Yet she also claims more than she can legitimately command when she minimizes her cook's somatic memory of making chicken tikka, achari chicken and bhaji.
That is not the whole story either-of gender, generation and class. In Mukherjee's words, her -hotel management uncle‖ delivered an unusual familiarity with cooking, which is an extraordinary accomplishment against the grain of bhadrolok (proper, middle-class people) masculinity (see Janeja 2010) . This is partly where biography exceeds sociology. Cooking skills and the ability to access what she calls a -global Indian‖ imagination accentuated by an but then again, vendors are by definition mobile, whereas a storefront is not. Did the vendors really draw themselves into the -discourse‖ or did the -discourse‖ find them by virtue of their locale? A fuller discussion has to engage with all these very good points.
accidental catering gig for the New York premier of Slumdog Millionaire (after which the call of the vada pao was more insistent), connects her to networks that are crucial to her self-conception as a successful entrepreneur. As a designer, she coped very well with fitting her bodily habits into a new, albeit tight, space in this large city, hinging her economics to aesthetics, habits to consciousness, and inhabitance in a locale to global gastronomic -discourse.‖ By design I mean not only the physical infrastructure of the restaurant, but also the concept, the name and the menu, and the ways of reproducing it through investment, recruitment of labor, recipes and cooking. I use the word design because: (1) of its ability to convey an attempt to re-make the world within material and conceptual constraints; (2) of its functionalityyou have to deliver a certain kind of food, repeatedly, at a price, at a place; and (3) it relates the body to space, economics to aesthetics, habits to consciousness, and inhabitance in a locale to global gastronomic -discourse.‖ I focus exclusively on the entrepreneur, moving the customer and the worker to the margins. S/he literally is the bridge between capital and culture, and I want to interrogate that intersection between the aesthetic and the economic, taste and toil, and how the practiced body holds the two together despite the academic separation of such concerns in farflung disciplines of economics, economic sociology, cultural studies, philosophy, marketing, and
design.
Yet as a particular economic enterprise Vada Pao failed to meet Mukherjee's income expectations and she had to close down her business. Rasool's restaurant survives today, more than a year after our interview, while Vada Pao was sold, replaced by another Bollywood concept. Rasool is more successful in relocalizing his practice precisely to that street corner between Papaya Dog and CVS, perhaps because he was never attuned to the global gastronomic -discourse‖ on Indian food. What I initially presumed to be Mukherjee's advantage-attention to the global hierarchy of taste-turned out to be her precise disadvantage, making her unfit to occupy the street corner she had landed on.
This work provides a critique of the one-dimensional sociology of consumer tastes, arguing that it is productive to pay attention to immigrant restaurateurs who rarely figure in such discussions and urges scholars to do so by getting closer to the food and the doing. In the process, it draws attention to the blinders that come with disciplines, despite the advantages of framing, depth and density they afford us.
Of course, I have learned much from sociology, anthropology, and history. This study draws on the innovation wrought by the sociology of popular culture in taking new genres seriously, and the plea of social historians to incorporate new groups into historical scholarship.
In the process of narrating the substantive stories, I engage with points of contact and sites of contestation between the infant field of Food Studies (mostly born outside the academy in the realm of journalism) and its godparents in cultural and social studies. Here, Food Studies may have the momentary advantage of being -journalistic,‖ which is usually a poisoned chalice in the academy. My current institutional location allows me to stitch immigrant corporeality both to the materiality of food and to the sociality of the body and attend to its sensorial range, in the process making elbow room for Food Studies in the narrow confines of already constituted disciplines, thereby replicating in a way Rasool's and Mukherjee's work in the city. We have to wait and see whose fate I inherit.
It is often the social friction of a body in motion that makes the naturalized body visible; thus the immigrant is the focus of this work not only because s/he has been absent from the discussion of taste but also because s/he reveals more clearly what cannot be seen in grounded native practices. This is the opposite of the classical anthropological operation of a transgressive ethnographer going to study the native. Instead, here it is the boundary-crossing immigrant revealing to the native the truth about his city, at a moment when exotic tastes demanded by a roving cosmopolitan appetite must be fed in a furious gesture of appeasement. Immigrant hands and imaginations, along with capital, both financial and cultural, must be put to work. Sennett who urge us to insert the author's body into a body of doctrine, and to cultivate ways of knowing that allows for the intrusion of the everyday into theory and history. 37 My attempt here mirrors one of the leading goals of theoretical sociology, which is to imbricate phenomena within a structure. On one hand, as Levi-Strauss put it long ago, ethnography is a means of producing knowledge in which -[t]he observer apprehends himself as his own instrument of observation‖ (1976: 35) . On the other hand, the contribution of Maurice Mearleau-Ponty's phenomenology was precisely that our perceptions and conceptions of the world are shaped by our notions of our own body. Sociology over the last generation has sought to mediate between these points by way, for instance, the work of some of the most cited sociologists, Pierre Bourdieu's work on habitus, and Anthony Giddens' on structuration.
